Name: ___________________________

News Quiz #3723 – March 3, 2022

CHALLENGE QUESTION
What fruit carries its seeds on the outside?

QUIZ QUESTIONS
1. The troops that have invaded Ukraine are from …
   A. China
   B. Germany
   C. Russia

2. The mission of the United Nations is to maintain …
   A. peace
   B. security
   C. both A & B

3. Locate Ethiopia on the map.

4. The dam was built to generate electricity using …
   A. hydropower
   B. solar power
   C. wind energy

5. The U.S. Women’s National Soccer Team settled the lawsuit pushing for equal …
   A. playing time
   B. practice fields
   C. pay

6. True or False?
   Noise pollution can’t affect our hearing.

7. India is sending tons of wheat to …
   A. Afghanistan
   B. Pakistan
   C. Iran

8. Locate the United Arab Emirates on the map.

9. The Australian sunflower crop was planted using a …
   A. crop duster
   B. drone
   C. tractor

10. The celebrations are all part of …
    A. New Year’s Eve
    B. Lent
    C. Carnival

OPINION QUESTION
Who do you admire most? Why?
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Terms used in this week’s News Quiz:

Ukraine                Islamabad, Pakistan
Russia                 Afghanistan
Europe                 India
Black Sea              Asia
Kyiv, Ukraine          humanitarian
United Nations or UN   Museum of the Future
NATO or North Atlantic Treaty
Organization          Dubai
European Union         United Arab Emirates or U.A.E.
United States          emirate
Canada                 Middle East
Africa                 peninsula
hydropower             Saudi Arabia
Nile River             Persian Gulf
Blue Nile River        Amazon rainforest
tributary               solar energy
Ethiopia               biodiversity
Sudan                  Queensland, Australia
Kenya                  drone
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia  Carnival
Egypt                  Lent
U.S. Women’s National Soccer Team or
USWNT                  Christian
U.S. Soccer Federation Easter
equal pay              Italy
noise pollution        Germany
United Nations Environment Programme COVID-19
Detroit Zoo